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SUMMARY ' .A ;.. ; - .- -;- -

During the period July 8, 1?65 to May, 1966 geological mapping, 

prospecting, geochemical surveys and ground geophysics were conducted * 

over an area of 100 square miles in the James Bay region about75 miles 

north of Cochrane, Ontario. Selection of the ground was based largely 

on regional gravity surveys and recently released magnetic data. An 

Exploratory Licence was obtained for the selected'area from the Ontario 

Department of Mines and it was traversed at 800' intervals with geophysical 

recording instruments under contract with Canadian Aero Minerals Surveys 

Ltd.

Helicopter transportation for geologists and prospecting crews made 

possible the thorough examination of a large proportion of the outcrop 

in a comparatively short time. Early in the season it became evident 

that specifically favourable geological formations were absent, and 

considerable reliance would have to be placed on geochemical and geophysical 

surveys particularly in areas of less abundant outcrop.

It has been determined that the major magnetic feature-is a reflection 

of more mafic gneisses and particularly an abundance of generally narrow 

gabbroic dikes almost uniformly barren of mineralization. An elongate 

ultrabasic mass on the French River at the north end of the lease area 

was the only encouraging formation found,

No conductors of sufficient strength to justify investigation by 

drilling were detected, and Barringer report that in their opinion 

"the geochemical data would support the general geological interpretation 

that there are no significant sulphide deposits near surface."

It is recomnended that additional stream sediment sampling and detailed 

prospecting be done in the area of Geochemical Copper Anomaly 6, where 

slightly anomalous conditions are not fullyexplained, but further exploration 

elsewhere is not warranted at present.
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INTRODUCTION

(1) General Statement

On June 1st, 1963' a 100-square-mile Exploratory Licence, 

subsequently entitled the Northland Concession, was obtained from the 

Ontario Government.

The criteria employed in selection of this particular area are 

listed.as follows:-

(a) A shield-wide gravity survey, condupted by the Dominion Observatory, 

detected a broad gravity anomaly, the axis of which trends in a north- 

northeasterly direction from Chapleau to Moosonee, passing approximately 

20 miles west of the Concession area. A similar, and nearly parallel, 

gravity feature was observed in Manitoba, extending north from Lake 

Winnipeg. It has been suggested that the copper-nickel deposits of 

Inco's at Thompson have a genetic relationship to this gravity feature,

(b) A major rift zone or break in the earth's crust has been postulated 

as being approximately coincident with the James Bay gravity axis, a 

number of alkaline ring complexes being spatially related to it in the 

south.

(c) Aeromagnetic maps, released by the Ontario Department of Mines, 

illustrate a major magnetic feature paralleling the gravity axis and 

15 to 20 miles east of it. This magnetic anomaly was initially interpreted 

as reflecting a series of surface or near-surface basic intrusions and/ 

or volcanics which empirically, in the Pre-Cambrian Shield, are favourable 

hosts for base metal deposits,

(d) This general area north of Cochrane is extremely difficult of 

access and one of the few remaining parts of Ontario which could be 

considered virgin prospecting territory.

Prior to commencement of ground field operations on June l?, 1965, 

the Concession was fl^wn eeophysically by Canadian Aero Mineral Surveys Ltd,
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The work force comprised a party chief-geologist, 2 prospectors, 3 

assistants and a cook for most of the field season. For the first month, 

supervision was provided by Mr. D. McKechnie who was forced to resign :? ; 

because of prior commitmen ts . He was succeeded in this position for the 

remainder of the field season by P. C. Michael Roberts.: -v ;

Operations consisted primarily of geochemifcal sampling (analyses by 

Barringer Research Ltd.), prospecting of geochemical momalies delineated 

and reconnaissance geology and prospecting. Ground follow-up of aero-'-^;'^ 

geophysical anomalies and other areas of interest was provided by H. Q. Seigel 

and Associates Ltd. aided by our own crews. -

Activities in this Concession were carried out concurrent3y with 

those in the Candela Concession of the Freeport Sulphur Company to the 

north. . . ' : : ~ , " :",'... ' A '-

Operations ceased May, 1966. .j .

(II) Location ., , ,; ; L ; /^; ;:, : 

Audrey Lake, in the southern part of the Concession and ttoere '
'. : ' , ,. - . j''**.'-- - ! " V ' . " -. - -' -

the base camp was established, is 122 miles north-northeast of Timmins, 4 '.': 

Ontario. A location map is included in this report as p. ^U. ' - ; ' ;*f :t

(III) Access and Transporation - ! ' , : :v

With the exception of the Ontario Northland Railway which 

runds adjacent to the Abitibi River 20 miles, west of the Concession, - 

access to and movement within the area is virtually limited1 w; a ir y , j, ? 

transportation. Roads are non-existent. c .

Supplies were ferried in from South Porcupine (Jj miles east of Timmins) 

by Austin Airways Ltd. to Audrey Lake which, with one exception, : is the only 

lake within the general area of sufficient size to land a Cessna 180,
. -- ''.., . \ . ' ' - - .' .-•J':,'.1 '" ' ' '*'

Beaver or Otter. ' ' -* -" ' ..^•^-•''•'•l^-:^.'^.'... ,, "'. '

...- -
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Locsl transportation consisted of a helicopter, which is vital for 

any exploration operation in this part of the Shield, provided by Niagara 

Helicopters Ltd. Fuel was ferried in from the Otter Rapids station on 

the Ontario Northland Railwey line to the west.

Air transportation costs are summarized in the following table. 

Aircraft Rental Rate Remarks

Cessna 180 $0.l>5/mi Capacity U50 Ibs.
Beaver ^O.SO/mi Capacity 1000 Ibs.
Norseman io.BO/mi Capacity l 600 Ibs.
Otter $1.10/mi Capacity 2000 Ibs.
Hughes 269-A k $!4$-60/hr 2 seater helicopter
Bell G-2 * 8^/hr 2-3 seater helicopter
Bell 0-U Ir J&lO^/hr 3 seater helicopter

it with minimum contract

. A canoe was employed on one fly trip with only moderate success 

as the rivers are either shallow and fast with numerous rapids or 

relatively deep but crossed by numer us fallen dead trees.

iv) Previous Work

No previous intensive or large-scale exploration within the 

general area is known, although there have been rare random examinations 

by prospectors over the years. The high access and transportation costs 

prohibit exploration except by the larger companies.

v) Topography

Relief within the concession area is slight, the maximum 

elevational difference between the outcrop ridges and stream basins 

being of the order of 100' . Except within the immediate vicinity of the 

streams and rivers, topographic gradients are of very low magnitude. The 

area is psrt of an extensive plain sloping gently north to James Bay.

Outcrop frequency is greater than initially thought, particularly in
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the southern part of the concession area where it reaches 10 to 

Rock frequently is detected at shallow depths below the muskeg cover. 

Spruce, tamarack and cedar occur in widespread stands in the southern 

part of the area and in isolated patches in the north, accompanied by brul*e.

Within the stream basins the soil profile is quite sirrple; muskeg 

overlying a dense, gray, glacially-derived, reworked clay (or rarely a 

silty sand) which overlies bedrock. In terms of geochemical stream 

sediment sampling, the upper sections of the clay unit are regarded as 

the best indicator of mineralization. The sand, occasionally present, 

contains a sufficiently large silty fraction to be equally acceptable 

for sampling purposes.

The drainage pattern is dendritic and, as indicated by the frequency 

of muskeg areas and swamp, drainage is poor. This, as compared to rapid 

run-off, is preferable for geochemical sampling.

vi) Climate

The most characteristic climatic feature of the general area 

is the extreme humidity, with rain and fog, frequently accompanied by 

high winds, causing the loss of one work day in three.

The minimum temperature recorded was 20 F. on Oct. 26, the maximum 

8l0 on August 2U0 . Snow fell intermittently for the last two weeks of 

operations, but freeze-up was not expected for at least another month, 

that is, towards the end of November.

GEOPHYSICS

i) General Statement

Government surveys have established the existence of two 

distinct major geophysical features in the James Bay area (see p.7 ).

nositive sravitv anomaly lies to the northeast of
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Lake Superior. It is first evident in the Shield area near Chapleau, 

Ontario, and does not correlate with the high density Archean volcanic- 

sedimentary belts. The anomaly belt trends to the north east where it 

broadens so that over the whole Palaeozoic plain to the west and south 

of James Bay, the anomalies are generally positive. Inthe vicinity of 

the Northland Concession, the anomaly width is of the order of 120 miles, 

the axis of this anomaly lying about 20 miles to the west. North of 

Kapuskasing, the position of the gravity axis is approximate, due to 

insufficiency of measurements, and perhaps may be superimposed upon the 

anomalous magnetic zone discussed in the forthcoming paragraph.

Commencing south of Fraserdale, where the highest positive gravity 

value was obtained, and trending north-northeast and northeast to 

Moosonee, a distinctly anomalous magnetic zone was detected transecting 

the typical east-west magnetic and structural trend of the Superior 

Province. (See p. 7 ).

As mentioned previously, the coincidence and orientation of these 

major geophysical features were factors which prompted the selection 

of the Concession area on the magnetic zone.

The structural and orogenic significance of these phenomena are 

discussed under the topic of structural geology.

ii) Aerogeophysical Surveys

In order to establish the applicability of airborne electromagnetic 

surveying, it was necessary to obtain some estimate of overburden depths 

within the Concession area. Interpretation of curve forms from the 

Government aeromagnetic maps was regarded as too inaccurate. On February 23, 

1965, 8 low level (15'0') aeromagnetic traverses were flown by Canadian 

Aero Mineral Surveys over the Northland Concession to enable more precise 

determinstions of overburden depth.' Interpretation of the data indicated
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that depths were everywhere appreciably less than 250'^ generally

regarded as the limiting value, and thus amenable to exploration by airborne

electromagnetic surveying using commercially available equipment*

Subsequently, during June, 1965, the 100 sq. mi. area comprising the 

Northland Concession, was flown by Canadian Aero Mineral Surveys Ltd* "

Fifty-seven point anomalies were detected, from which 5 anomalous ~ 

zones were selected for examination by Canadian Aero 's geophysicist (see 

Appendix IV). An additional anomalous zone (#6) was located beyond the f 

lease limits but still investigated. Dr. H. O. Seigel delineated another 

zone on interpretation of the aerogeophysl cal tapes wfliie P*; C*rMidftael * 

Roberts of Duncan R. Derry Limited also selectexl tewo on a

aeromagnetic basis. rvW ;-

, Evaluation of the geophysical data, particularly the in-phase/out-of- 

phase responses which were of a very low order, indicated that heavy metallic 

sulphides did not exist within 200' of surface. However, these negative 

results did not invalidate investigations for disseminated and inon-conducti ve 

sulphides. - 'V : T- '' "'. f :-^~'". : '[rL':^l:- : ''. v :.~ . .^ .-.:

A l/'s. mi. - l" scale map illustrating the flight lines, airborne 

anomalies and ground follow-up is included with this report.1"

iii) Ground follow-up Geophysical Surveys

Follow-up on the 9 anomalous areas was done by H. O. Seigel 

and Associates Ltd. (see report-Appendix in), assisted by our owl crews*

The instruments used were a Sharpe SB-250 EM unit and a MF-1 

Magnetometer. Line separation was liOO', the method Parallel Line, 

and both "A"and "B" configurations were employed, ;The degree at ground 

geophysical coverage was proportional to the estimated significance of 

the respective anomaly. , ; r r i

"jS-vSWf
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where detected, were found to be either a reflection of 

the overburden or of very small order. Magnetic correlation was either 

lacking or inconsistent. Geological examinations failed to detect anything 

of economic interest. The only sulphides encountered were minor pyrite 

with an insignificant trace of chalcopyrite, in the North French River 

ultrabasic (8A, 8B). \ : ; ;

No further investigations of these anomalies arerecommended. . 

GEOCHEMISTRY . ; ; -: "

During the 1965 field season, 513 stream sediment samples were collectec 

in the Northland Concession, U9 of which were re-samples. Samples were
,-:.-.,, . . " : .- i

taken with a tool specially designed to penetrate the muskeg-organic horizon.] 

They were obtained at 1/U mi. intervals from the upper sections of the l 

clay (or rarely silty sand) horizon in which oxidation, thus precipitation, j 

was greatest. Soil sampling was regarded as useless due to the low pH's j 

encountered. Analyses for copper, zinc and nickel and an evaluation :- '\ 

were carried out by Barringer Research Ltd. of Rexdale, Ontario. ;

From k to 6 men were engaged in sampling, which was the major exploration 

operation of the field season. Prospecting of drainage areas was conducted 

simultaneously with geochemical sampling. -

Evaluation of the geochemical data involved statistical analyses .V 

within the general framework of geology and geophysics. Pertinent 

details regarding their methods of analysis and other facets of the program 

are noted within Barringer's report which comprises Appendix H*

Toward the end of the sampling programme an extensive area, characterized 

by nickel assays well about normal or background, was outlined in the i 

central portion of the licence area. Since there were no

v. f**-~".---f."v:
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geological or geophysical indications of mineralization , 25 check samples 

were taken for assay. Assay returns for these were only slightly above 

the supposed threshold for the concession area, and consequently there is 

some doubt regarding the validity of weakly anomalous values shown elsewhere 

but not checked by re-sampling. Confirmation of assays for 12 low-Ni 

re-samples was excellent. . F .- :

Six anomalous areas have been delineated by Barringer Research, 

5 in Cu, Zn and Ni, the other possessing only normal values of Ni. Maps, 

illustrating all assays and resultant anomalies on a scale of 1/2 mi. - l 11 , 

are included with this report. ^. :: . :

According to Barringer Research, "the generally uniform level and 

low order of the Ni-Cu anomalous values are highly suggestive of particular 

geological formations rather than metal accumulations indicative of 

oxidizing sulphide deposits." The writers are in full accord with this 

conclusion, particularly in the light of the numerous basic, and rarely 

ultrabasic, intrusions encountered within the concession and the known 

pronounced geochemical affinity of copper and nickel for rocks of such 

nature. With respect to tile nickel anomalies, it is not unusual to 

observe silicates, such as hypersthene, which may be occasionally 

nickeliferous, in gneisses of the granulite facies such as those encountered 

within the concession area. As contrasted with the other two metals, 

it is the total nickel content which is recorded. ., ,, : ...J

The very weakly anomalous zinc assays, occurring in anomalies l to 5 

inclusive, are not considered to reflect any major zinc occurrence but 

more probably result from small, uneconomic, quartz-carbonate veinlets 

such as that in tile North French River Ultrabasic.

Anomaly #6, anomalous to a low degree in Cu and Zn, but with 

only normal background values of Ni, may justify some additional investigation:;

;^^^P*a^^*^^^?B-^.'^;iu*yr'--'-'!."^:"-'- 1 ^ \-^f4wH:-w?*'-; j

_____: :* "J :: ........l
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Major outcrops within the anomalous areas have been prospected but . 

nothing of interest has been found. ;

None of the anomalous areas appears to possess any direct aero- 

electromagnetic correlation. F .

In conclusion, it is probable that no potentially economic concentrations 

of sulphides exist near surface in the Northland Concession, although 

the vicinity of geochemical anomaly #6 will bear re-exarainatiofi*

GEOLOGY ' J. . ,, .' ' ..-- i' 

i) General Statement -; - -

Geological data relating to the concession was obtained 

primarily on a reconnaissance scale, employing a helicopter to cover the 

large area involved. All major outcrop areas were examined. Much 

additional information regarding isolated rock exposures was provided 

by the prospectors and geochemical samplers. All pertinent geochemical 

and geophysical data were employed as an aid to the geological interpretation:

Control was provided by aerial photographs of a scale l" - 1/2 mi.

A geological map of scale l" *- 1/2 mi. has been compiled and is 

included with this report. . i

Fourteen thin sections have been examined by Dr. W* Mborhouseof j 

the University of Toronto. His report is included as Appendix I. Specific j 

gravity determinations have also been made for these specimens and are ' - 

included in the appendix. ' \ 

ii) General Geology ;: --- " ;~- ! 

The geological environment consists of a complex association of ; 

gneisses and other metamorphosed rocks of both granulittt and amphibolite s 

facies, the former representative of extremely high temperature and pressure , 

regional metamorphism. These rocks are cut by numerous basic to ultrabasic 

instrusions and in one place partially overlain by slightly metamorphosed

^*ii^." "' ------' - f*..'*"-*-^-- jft-'^Hs^ffi^ws*-,-*.;' - ^
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sediments (graywacke) of the greenschist facies.

A major fault zone parallels the long axis of the concession. It 

is regarded as primarily a tensional feature, although an appreciable 

horizontal movement is postulated. Recurrent movements along this fault 

zone apparently have occurred over an extremely long period of geological 

time.

Clays, or rarely silty sands, of glacial origin have been deposited 

on all the rock units, 

iii) Structural Geology and Orogenesis

The primary structural feature is a major fault zone which 

parallels the long axis of the concession area. On a regional scale it 

parallels both the Kapuskasing-James Bay Gravity Axis and the Magnetic 

Anomaly to the east in which this fault zone lies. Metamorphosed mylonites 

have been observed within and to the west of Audrey Lake* The strike of 

foliations adjacent to the fault zone suggests that there has been an appreciable 

amount of horizontal movement although it is primarily a tensional feature. 

Fractures related to movements along and adjacent to this fault zone have - 

been loci for intrusion of basic and ultrabasic dikes-of different 

metamorphic grades and age, thus indicating that movements have been 

recurrent over an extensive period of geological time. For example, 

sheared metamorphosed diabases of the amphibolite facies have been observed 

south of the L. Abitibi River whereas an unmetamorphosed ultrabasic 

is observed immediately adjacent to the fault zone on the North French River.
- S" s^j-ASlt-1 --,.^f :,. "-- :, ?: .. -' :---T - ' , --V ...V ' - .- , r

Gneissocities, although apparently heterogeneous\ rt can be generalised 

into 3 distinct sets with median strike values of 03^(paralleling the 

major structural trend), 090O (the structural trend of the Superior 

Province) and lf?0o . Dips are invariably very steep. Shearing 4s slight 

where observed in outcrop and zones of intense structural dislocation 

f rririon^t.l7,ot,1.on.) h?ve been recemented by subsequen-t jnetamorphismy thus1 ,



obscuring their nature. : 

Shearing is frequently observed under the microscope, ;

It is tentatively postulated that the earliest stress orientation 

was north-south which, accompanied by deep-seated regional metamorphism, 

evolved granulite facies rocks with the general E-W foliation of the 

Superior Province. In conjunction with an accompanying shear couple, a 

major tensional fault zone, trending 0350 was simultaneously produced, 

along which there was appreciable horizontal movement. These recurrent 

horizontal movements are responsible for the 031* gneissodty set. 

Conceivably a later orogenic phase partially involved regional metamorphism 

producing rocks of the amphibolite facies with foliations trending Ijj0o 

(being stressed at right angles to this direction). This stress orientation 

is parallel to that of the Slave Province and it is wondered whether there 

is any genetic significsnce. The orientation of the much younger graywacke 

unit is believed to be a reflection of earlier topography.

Fracturing within the concession area is extensive and exists in 

2 distinct sets, 000O and 035 , both of which are structurally related 

to the major faulting. Numerous diabase and gabbro dikes, have intruded 

these fractures in several stages producing, to a large: extent, the 

major magnetic zone on which the programme was centered.

Folding on a large scale was not detected although drag folding was 

not unusual.

In terms of regional structure and orogenesis, the concession area 

is regarded as existing within a major tensional crustal fault zone on the j 

east flank of a ridge in the Conrad Discontinuity (see Wilson, ,1965). j 

Irrespective of the fact that data is insufficient to determine the exact j 

spatial relationship between the fault zone andthe crest of the ridge, it is j 

felt that the up-warping of the Sima produced the tensional phenomenon and j

perhaps later provided basic magmas for intrusion. Also, by this uplift, thej

h.i,;h temper.-! lure and pressure metamorphics characteristic of i
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greater depths, were elevated so that they could eventually form part of 

the present erosional surface. j 

Regarding the major gravimetric and magnetic features of the Janes Bay ; 

Area, it is felt that the former can be attributed primarily to the proximity j 

of the peridotitic subs-stratum (Sima), secondarily to the density of 

the rocks of the granulite facies and thirdly to surface and shallow basic 

and ultrabasic rocks. The magnetic feature is caused by magnetic concentrations 

in the numerous basic and ultrabasic intrusions and, to a much lesser 

extent, by the metamorphic rocks themselves* 

iv) Metamorphic Geology

Occurring primarily to the west of the major fault zone are 

dense, relatively anhydrous rocks of the granulite facies, which are 

products of extremely high temperature and pressure regional metamorphism. 

Some of these rocks have undergone varying amounts of secondary alteration, 

i.e., retrograde metamorphism, to greenschist facies. For the sake of 

classification j " these intensely metamorphosed rocks have been divided 

into categories as follows:

a) Biotized Gabbro - an altered major intrusive unit, trending 0350
along the west boundary of the concession, and 
appearing in hand specimen as an amphibolite.

b) Altered Acid Intrusives and Siliceous Sediments (?) - in outcrop
these appear as quartz-abundant feldspathic 
and garnetiferous gneisses of relative low 
density. Thin section examination suggests 
that the altered intrusives were initially 
Charnockites.

c) Altered more basic Intrusives - in hand specimens these appear
much denser and have greater concentration of 
mafics, particularly hypersthene. Most likely 
they initially approximated a Quartz-Diorite.

. ' 
In the vicinity of aero-electromagnetic anomaly #1, the microscopic

appearance of an altered diabase suggests that it was intruded after the 

development of the granulite facies, but before recrystallization in



another facies.

The metamorphics of the amphibolite facies occur primarily east of 

the major fault zone. In the north they are distinct gneisses with 

varying concentrations of quartz,feldspar, biotite and garnet. In the 

south they are the sheared metamorphosed products of siliceous granitic 

intrusives. These rocks are representative of regional metamorphism, 

but not under conditions as extreme as those within the granulite facies. 

They are not as anhydrous as indicated by the frequent high concentrations 

of biotite.

The remaining facies represented is the greenschist. It is 

illustrated by the graywacke unit and some retrograded granulite and 

possibly amphibolite facies rocks. Low pressure, thus shallow burial., 

is characteristic of this facies.

Unmetamorphosed rocks encountered are the numerous, generally narrow, 

latest basic intrusives, the North French River Ultrabasic (which exhibits 

some metasomatic alteration) and rarely occurring pegmatite and quartz

dikes sills and veinlets. A small number of major basic intrusives, from 

30' - 150' in width, are illustrated on the geological map.

v) Economic Geology

Extensive geological investigations and prospecting failed to 

detect anything of economic interest.

The gneisses of the granulite and amphibolite facies yielded only 

very minor amounts of disseminated pyrite. No distinctive guides to 

ore such as gossan and alteration were encountered.

The unmetamorphosed basic and ultrabasic intrusives contained, at 

best, minor uneconomic amounts of disseminated pyrite, pyrrhotite and 

occasionally traces of chalcopyrite. The North French River ultrabasic 

had one 2" quartz-carbonate veinlet bearing minor galena and lesser
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sphalerite. Alteration, with the exception of the major midly serpentinized 

ultrabasic mass, was lacking.

Any mineralization initially within the metamorphosed basic intrusions 

has been apparently "sweated out" as they are now devoid of'sulphides.ri

Mineralization was detected neither within the major fault zone nor 

the only slightly deformed graywackes. - :v . . :, 

PROSPECTING . ' ; : V .

Prospecting was conducted simultaneously with geochemical 

and on geochemical anomalies tentatively established during the field 

season. Geophysical anomalies were also prospected. Appreciable reconnaissance 

prospecting was undertaken. In all cases, nothing of economic interest 

was detected.

CONCLUSIONS AMD RECOMMENDATIONS ' :

Thorough geological mapping, prospecting and geophysical work on the 

lease area has eliminated the likelihood of finding a near-surface base 

metal sulphide body of economic importance by presently known methods of 

exploration. In addition to the negative results of geophysical surveys 

and stream sediment sampling, the locaUy well-exposed country rocks, 

consisting essentially of gneisses and generally narrow basic dikes, do : 

not constitute a favourable environment for prospecting. r 

The widespread areas of weakly anomalous copper-nickel content are. 

thought to have a lithological rather than mineralogical significance, 

the only exception being the vicinity of copper anomaly #6 - 3 miles 

west of Audrey Lake. This weakly anomalous area is accompanied by 

occasionally higher zinc values and is deficient in nickel, suggesting that 

it may result from a source other than basic rock. Some further geochemical 

sampling and detailed prospecting is proposed* ~

. ..' - - ..-'-. v-v^v -- '

:^!!!^ ^^r.^'^;,-."---^^.
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In view of the negative results of all surveys as reported in detail 

in this report, no further work other than the above mentioned can be

recommended.

B. M. Middlaton, P. y^r^t#"K.
P. C*' Michael Roberts, M.Sc. (Applied)
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Summary

Several metamorphic facies appear to be represented in these rocks. 

Half- of them appear to have been recrystallized under conditions of the 

granulite facies, but have undergone varying amounts of secondary alteration, 

i.e. retrograde metamorphism, to greenschist facies. Three specimens of 

biotite and biotite-garnet gneiss presumably belong in the amphibolite 

facies, as does an altered diabase. Two specimens have to be attributed to 

the greenschist facies, two are indeterminate, lacking any diagnostic 

minerals apart from chlorite.

DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS

Specimen C; "Granulite", a contorted medium light coloured gneiss. In 
thin section it is an intensely granulated and mylonitized rock. The 
major constituents are:

605? Andesine, in part antiperthite, grains up to 2.2 mm. in
diameter
Orthoclase, in antiperthite and minor interstitial grains.
20^ Hypersthene, small gains 0.1 to 1.2 mm. long
10^ Quartz, strained, fractured, 0.1 to 1.2 mm. in diameter.

Accessory minerals are magnetite, zircon and apatite. Alternation 
products include white mica, replacing plagioclase, and as patches, brown 
mica (biotite or stilpnomelane) and brown fibrous amphibole, replacing hypersthene, 
and chlorite. Large areas of the section are intensely granulated and myloni 
tized, giving the impression of a flaser rock.

GRANULATED, MYLONITIZED HYPERSTHENE QUARTZ DIORITE (QUARTZ MANGERITE.

Specimen D: A coarse, massive, leucocratic granite with chloritic alteration.
The following essential minerals are present:

60^ Albite, anhedral grains, 0.7 to 10 mm. in diameter 
UOJg Quartz, highly strained and fractured, 0.55-10 mm. 

Also small grains along some fractures, 
Chlorite, occasional patches, 0.5-1*3 mm* in diameter.

Accessory minerals are grains of magnetite and leucoxene 0.2 to 1.3 mm. 
in diameter. Feldspars are dusty with sericite, finegrained clay and saussurite 
Shears, irregular fractures, and cracks are filled with chlorite and epidote 
and clinozoisite. Crystal grains are anhedral, with interlocking boundaries.

STRONGLY SHEARED ALBITE GRANITE' (ALTERED QUARTZ DIORITE)



Specimen E; Coarse pink granite cut by shear. Essential minerals ares

60?a Albite, strained, bent and fractured, up to 10 mm. diameter 
30^ Quarts, intensely strained grains .35 to 8.2 mm.j also in

stringers. 
1G/S Epidote in veinlet or shear with quartz, also in branching

fractures.
Chlorite, patches stringers, li* to l.U mm. wide.

Accessories include magnetite-leucoxene aggregates 0.2 to U mm. in 
diameter, and possible zircon. The albite is dotted with small grains of 
epidote-clinozoisite and minor sericite. The texture is anhedral, with 
irregular grain boundaries, some granulated on a minute scale. With the 
existing mineralogy, the original metamorphic facies is not determinable.

DEFORMED ALBITE GRANITE (ALTERED QUARTZ DIORITE)

Specimen G; A green medium fine-grained schist. The dominant minerals
in thin section are:

60;? Green hornblende, fibrous, in clusters 0.2 to l mm. 
ko;i Albite-oligoclase laths, 0.2 to 2.6 mm. long

Accessory magnetite occurs, and chlorite is present in fractures in 
the feldspar. Some epidote is associated with the hornblende and occurs 
i n veinlets. The plagioclase laths are aligned parallel to the schistosity, 
and are fractured. The rock is evidently a sheared diabase, altered to the
greenschist or epidote-amphibolite facies.

Sheared altered diabase

QUARTZ DIORITE (PROBABLY CHARNOCKITE, OR M3RE PROPERLY ENDERBITE,
MODIFIED BY RETROGRAD3 ALTERATION)

Specimen J; Biotite garnet gneiss with pegmatitic streaks. In thin
section the essential minerals are:

Quartz, 0.16 to 3 ram. in diameter, usually 0.5 to l mm. 
Oligoclase-andesine, somewhat sericitized, 0.3 to 3*6 mm. 
in diameter, mostly l to 2 mm.
Garnet, poikiloblastic grains 1.3 to k*3 mm* long 
Biotite, deep red-brown colour, 0.2 - 1,8 mm. long 
Aggregates of pale green mica pseudomorphic after garnet? 
Perthite, minor constituent.

Accessory minerals are fine-grained magnetite, in alternation products, 
minor pyrite, and an occasional grain of zircon. The garnet is altered along 
fractures to brown mica and pale green mica. Chlorite occurs as fringes on 
micaceous areas. There is a little myrmekite (quartz-plagioriase intergrowth) 
and some chessboard albite (presumably replacing microcline). The texture is 
characterized by coarse interlocking grains. The rock appears to belong in 
the amphibolite facies rather than the granulite facies.

Biotite Garnet Gneiss



Specimen K; "Garnet Biotite feldspar gneiss"j a rather dark biotite garnet
gneiss. The essential minerals are: . r;; ~ r f ; : :-;'5?|';""7;!!i\a;:v~ "; ;,: ; r :;

Oligoclase, sericitized, 0.3 to I.? anu in diameter, \r i
mostly 0.3 to l mm. : '". .. .. :riy^-Spirit;.H;--fi.. , ~f;|. :v 
Biotite, ragged, interstitial flakes 0.16 to 1.3 rau long 

20& Garnet, poikiloblastic inclusions O.lt to 4*6 BB. in diameter.

Accessory minerals include apatite and a few tiny grains of green spinel, 
The garnet contains inclusions of feldspar and biotite^ and is altered along 
fractures to mica. A patch of white mica, associated with the, spineL grains, 
may be altered corundum. One veinlet contains a trace of carbonate and a 
uniaxial alkali feldspar (?) A veinlet of clinozoisite also occurs. An?)hibolit) 
facies. ; "V,* :":-VTv- ^ M '" -

Biotite garnet gneiss ;...'"".... ..'--.LtlV^I.v^y...::ri"

Specimen L: Black, cherty-looking rock, witt rusty^offijfts* ^3*S*" **T'a 
fine-grained rock, apparently composed Of clinozoisite, chlorite, white , 
mica, in patches or fragments enclosed infine-grained alkali feldspar and 
granulated coarser feldspar. There is possibly a littlftjjuarts associated 
with the feldspar. Some very fine-grained oaroonate:^ii||fc^lf^|;i^;^ttte^ 
The rock is cut by veinlets of chlorite. ISe coloiur"6f:^Mi"ro5elc|li("-SaH"to" 
an abundant dust of black material, carbonaceous matter or fine-grained 
magnetite, with a little pyrite. The origin of this
very fine-grained texture suggests that it was originally a glassy rock, 
probably a volcanic fragmental, which has been completely denitrified and 
altered. Similar rocks might be produced by hornfelsing of a fine-grained 
limy sediment, or even by ultramylonitization of a rook of the prnper:1 ^s''
composition. Metamorphic grade appears to be now gr^i^^istvfj^iesi ' l "

Brecciated altered glass or volcanic igytss fara*scia^i :L l

Specimen 0; A medium mafic biotite gneiss, with wore leucocratic bands, the
essential minerals are: : , t; - ; ^- '7^1... -;2

Oligoclase-andesine, O.k to 23nra. in diameter, nostly 0.7 - 1.0.
Quarts, 0.1 to 1.0 mm., iiwstly.:0.3.;:;toJ(fcji^^l^
in plagioclase. . ' : .', ...;T -^:^'^;^;'-C^jjyscIS^yy.-.^': 7 '-~s-; .'
Biotite, flakes 0.1 to 0.8 Bmi. long, f ^y i "
Epidote (minor). ... "--L  y^^^Ki:!^^!//:.,--'l.

Accessory minerals are jinor magnetitey" pyrite^ iiifl
fine grained mica occurs along the plagioclase cleavages^ 'Tvxtore is a 
quartz feldspar mosaic, with approximately parallel biotite flalMB. Probably
belongs to amphibolite facies. - - - J --- : ^ - ^.-^: i-^^'^S^^:;'-^- - "', *^:'';^:

Biotite gneiss \ - \ ;;-;: - ^yyy.":- ' ̂ 'fy : .:;- ' -.vi 'r

Specimen U; "garnet gneiss"; a yellowish garnet gneiss With opalescent blue
quartz streaks. In thin section the essential "i.

Garnet, with may inclusions of Quartz, plvgi&clase, 
Qligoclase-andesine, in part antiperthitic
in diameter, mostly 0.5 Ito 1.5 nau ":";- : - : '

.^ ""jSEftsr
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20& Quartz, 0.3 to 3.7 nrn. long
Orthoclase, minor constituent, 0.13 ram* to 0.5 mm. diameter*

Accessory minerals are apatite, pyrite, possibly pyrrhotite, 
magnetite, a little leucoxene, and dusky zircon and/or monazite. There 
is a little epidote, white mica, biotite and chlorite .(In fractures in ' 
garnet) present. The texture is an anhedral mosaic, with some elongation 
parallel to the foliation, and some interlocking of grain boundaries. 
The texture and the antiperthite nature of the feldspar suggests that 
the rock belongs to the granulite facies, although epidote, biotite, etc. 
suggest retrograde effects. , , ,-

Garnetiferous granulite gneiss.

Specimen V; Dark schist with red spots and quartz grains. In thin section 
the rounded grains vary from 0.1 to It.U mm. in diameter, and consist of 
perthite, plagioclase, altered feldspar impregnated with iron oxide, 
perthite, quartz, epidote, iron oxide with fine-grained quartz orchert 
rim, apatite, and carbonate with red iron oxide enclosed in cherty quartz 
and alkali feldspar.

The matrix of the rock consists of very fine-grained alkali feldspar 
fine-grained greenish brown biotite up to .05 mm. long, locally somewhat 
chloritized, some carbonate in grains up to .06 mm., occasional grains of 
apatite and very fine-grained red oxide. Ihe rock is cut by anastomosing 
micaceous shears. Cherty streaks of fine-grained quartz and feldspar also 
occur. . . : - . . r ; -ir,-1 - -

The rock appears to be a metamorphosed argillite with scattered 
rounded grains of varied character. The present texture resembles that 
of some Cobalt argillites, but the original texture may have been much 
modified by shearing. There is no certainty as to-tile proposed origin 
of the rock. Metamorphism, is in the greenschist facies* ^ ' !

Sheared argillaceous greywacke (?) .. '..- .-.,. ..
' ' ~ ~,

Specimen W; A biotite hornblende gneiss; in this section the essential
minerals are: -.; :

Andesine, strained and fractured, 0.3 to 1.3 am. in diameter,
mostly 0.5 to 0.8 mm.
Biotite, in flakes O.U to l mm. long : ;
Augite, with partings, 0.5 to 1,3 mm. in diameter, mostly 0.5-1*
Hornblende, 0.3 to 3.3 mm. long.- :

Accessories are apatite, leucoxene and iron oxide. Red iron oxi'de 
occurs in fractures in the plagioclase. There isi a l.ittle:jW.fee mica, 
and low index feldspar occurs in fractures in the plagioclase. The 
texture is anhedral, the grains being elongated parallel the foliation. 
The original mineral composition is consistent with the granulite facies, 
but has been modified by extensive biotite and hornblende development. 
There is a trace of the original gabbro texture. , ,

Sheared; metamorphosed, biotitized gabbro. 

Specimen I: "Grsnulite" j strongly foliated medium dark pink gneiss.

i '



The essential minerals are:

Oligoclese-andesine, intensely strained, untwinned, lenticular, 
antiperthitic, 0.2 to 2.6 mm. long. ; 
Quartz, intensely strained, frayed ribbons between feldspar 
grains, 0,1 to h mm. long, up to .3 mm. wide. 
Ferromagnesians altered to chlorite, white mica (talc) and 
fibrous amphibole, 0.3 to 0.7 mm. long.

Accessories are orange and black iron oxide, in fractures in the 
feldspar and in interstices, and apatite. The leafy, lenticular character 
of the rock, and the degree of strain in the minerals is spectacular. 
Clearly belongs to the granulite facies, but the ferromagnesians (hypersthene?] 
have been entirely altered by subsequent retrograde metamorphism.

Leucogra-nulite (altered charnockite)

Specimen Y; "Gneiss", rather a coarsegrained granite gneiss. 
minerals are:

Essential

Quartz, in elongated grains 0.15* to 9-6 mm. long. . 
Oli^oclase-andesine, in elongated grains, somewhat granulated, 
with quartz inclusions, antiperthitie, 0.2 to 7 mm, long. 
Orthoclase, minor, interstitial to plagioclase Biotite, deep i 
red brown flakes, 0.1 to 0.9 mm. long. \

Accessory mineral is pyrite. Alteration products are white mica, j 
in patches in feldspar, carbonate associated with white mica, serpentine, \ 
and/or chlorite, with talc? pseudomorphic after ferromagnesian minerals 
(hypersthene?), O.li to 2 mm. long. There is a little myrmekite. Metamorphic; 
grade granulite facies, with retrograde effects superimposed.

Biotite granulite gneiss (altered coarse charnockite)

Specimen Z; A coarse, red-spotted gneiss, with pegmatitic streaks.
essential minerals are:

The

Andesine, antiperthitic, sericitized, 0.3 to 3 mm. in diameter^ 
mostly 0.5 to l.jj. .;:: ; 
Augite, pale green, 0.3 to 2.3 mm. long, mostly O.f? to 1.5 mn. 
Pink garnet, poikiloblastic, 0.8 to U mm. in diameter. 

5^ Magnetite, coarse grains up to 2.8 mm., also veinlets in pyroxene, 
and rims on pyroxene and plagioclase. Quartz, one large grain.

In addition to magnetite, accessories are minor pyrite and apatite in 
grains up to l mm. in diamet. The grain fabric is irregular, with traces 
of the former gabbroic texture in the distribution of feldspar and pyroxene 
aggregates. Mineralogy consistent with granulite facies.

Metamorphosed Gabbro.

It should be noted that the percentages quoted in the above descriptions
s ' " " '

are not measured, but determined by rough visual estimate, to" give an : 

approximate idea of the proportions of the minerals involved.



It will be seen that some of the specimens studied are metamorphosed 

basic rocks. Most of them contain biotite and/or hornblende and hence are 

not charscteristic of the granulite facies proper. They may belong to 

the hornblende granulite subfacies, or they may be due to subsequent 

recrystallization and metamorphism in the amphibolite facies. If the latter 

is the true situation, it can hardly be certain that these rocks were 

originally in the granulite facies, since their original mineralogy would 

be consistent with this facies, even though not recrystallized in it. 

Tne rich development of antiperthite in some (e.g. Z) is typical of this 

facies. The condition of the altered diabase, specimen G, suggests that; 

it was intuded after development of the granulite facies, but.before 

recrystallization in a lower facies. Specimens L and 7 retain evidence 

of only the later, lower grade metamorphism. ,

W. W. Moorhouse
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INTRODUCTION : ;; ;: :

A geochemical stream sediment survey was undertaken in the Northland Con* 

cession of the Moose River Area, Ontario. The main purposes Of the survey 

were to assess the mineral potential of the area and so aillafcsireaiib^
. ...'viiilfS-, 1 "-*.::..,^/'"':-^ r,:--; .--

- .. ^ -' - .- """-nv'i^^t**"- - ,\ ji^r*- - ^-^ s -.^-..--

possible economic significance. In addition, the geoche^cal imiilts would 

provide data to aid geological mapping and interpret^lori*^^

Us-:' .:^-i-H
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•f.:-..^', -J|s-:;X"' 
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GENERAL

The Concession area covers approximately 100 square miles. The area is flat 

to undulating with maximum elevation of 100 feet above the level of the plain. 

A large proportion of the area is covered by muskeg overlying glacial clays.

Drainage types vary from a few large and fast flowing rivers with sand/gravel 

bottoms to small streams flowing sluggishly through muskeg. Swampy areas, 

lakes and ponds are also typical of this area.

Drainage density, comprising definite stream channels and lakes averages l 1/4 

miles per square mile. This density, while relatively low for a geochemical 

stream sediment survey, is average for this type of environment and the re 

latively uniform stream distribution permits a general assessment of the area.

For the most part, the streams flow over organic-rich material which is un 

suitable for geochemical prospecting. Samples were collected, therefore, 

from the uppermost inch of organic-free clay/gravel just below the organic- 

rich layer and as near the centre of the drainage area as possible. In this 

position, physiochemical conditions are optimum for the precipitation and 

accumulation of metal transported in the saline medium.

Analyses were undertaken for cold extractable zinc (buffer method), hydrochloric 

acid extractable copper (0.5N HC1) and total nickel using a perchloric acid 

digestion and standard colourimetric technique.

- 2 -



Prior to a geochemical survey, where possible, it is necessary to determine 

the existence and characteristics of the anomalies which are associated with 

known mineralization under the prevailing conditions. As no mineralization 

was known to occur in the immediate area, the geochemical techniques adopted, 

both in the field and laboratory, were based on our experience in similar 

areas. The sampling and analytical procedures selected, therefore,were con 

sidered suitable for the basic information required from this reconnaissance 

stage of the exploration.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Results of all the analyses are plotted on the accompanying plans and coloured 

according to the concentration ranges selected after a careful inspection and 

statistical evaluation of the data.

Statistical methods of assessing geochemical data are an invaluable guide to 

interpretation. Nevertheless, statistical methods must be combined with the 

evaluation based on a knowledge of the many factors relevant to geochemical 

prospecting methods. The somewhat complicated distribution of values shown 

in the attached frequency plots emphasizes the limitations of a purely statis 

tical approach. As a result, the concentration groupings have been selected 

using a combination of statistical methods and inspection and are as follows:

CxZn

0-6 

7-9 

10-15

HClCu 
PPrc

0-12

13-18

19-28

Total Ni 
ppn

0-20

21-26

27-38

RANGES

Background 

Threshold 

Anomalous 2 

Anomalous l

In general, copper and nickel values describe a similar distribution pattern 

for these two metals. The results show rather patchy anomalous zones, but 

these can be generally grouped into larger areas of relatively high copper 

and nickel values.
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Anomalies l to 5 have been delimited and correspond to the anomalous zone in 

the immediate vicinity. Anomaly 6, however, is exceptional in that it is a 

Cu anomaly without associated nickel.

The generally uniform level and low order of the Ni-Cu anomalous values are 

highly suggestive of particular geological formations rather than metal accumu 

lations indicative of oxidizing sulphide deposits. It is probable that the 

anomalies may be associated with minor amounts of sulphide disseminations 

throughout the rock in that the HC1 Cu method of analyses would not break 

down the silicate minerals but would attack sulphides.

The above interpretation was confirmed on discussion with Mr. M. Roberts of 

Duncan R. Derry Limited. Mr. Roberts revisited some of the anomalous Ni-Cu 

areas and found that they were associated with the more basic rocks in the 

area in which minor amounts of pyrite and pyrrhotite were noted.

On request from Duncan R. Derry Limited, selected samples were re-analyzed 

for nickel, and additional samples collected within some anomalous areas 

were analyzed by all three techniques.

The repeat nickel results of the former group of selected samples show a 

similar pattern of distribution to the original data. Certain discrepencies 

are noted when individual values are compared. This is typical of geochemical 

analytical data. Comparison is generally made using the percentage mean 

accuracy method as outlined by Craven 1954* and by examination of the general 

* Craven C.A.U. 1954. Statistical estimation of the accuracy* of assaying. 

Inst. Min. Met. Trans., 63, 551-563.
*
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distribution patterns of the metals. Furthermore, the copper results confirm 

the anomalous nickel areas. The Ni, Cu and Zn results of the re-collected 

samples show generally lower values than the original data. The reason for 

the relatively low values in the second set of samples may be in the different 

sample type collected. For example, if the more recent samples were collected 

from a lower section of the clay, results would be lower. Different personnel 

were involved in the re-sampling, and hence the continuity of sampling pro 

cedure was not followed through.

The absence of Ni in anomaly 6 is of particular interest as it is the only 

extensive Cu anomaly with no associated nickel. The copper mineralization in 

this case therefore, is not apparently associated with basic rocks. Furthermore, 

there are a few relatively high zinc values within the anomalous copper area. 

Although the geochemical anomaly is somewhat patchy and the level of values 

only just Anomalous or within Threshold range, this anomaly warrants a more 

detailed geological assessment.

Most of the zinc results lie within Background range. Relatively high values 

occur in most of the anomalous Ni - Cu areas. The association of higher Zn with 

Cu and Ni is characteristic of basic rocks. These values, however, are either 

within Threshold range or just within Anomalous range. These values are con 

sidered to be too low and the anomalous zone too patchy to be indicative of 

any extensive zinc sulphide mineralization. It is of interest to note, 

however, that narrow carbonate veins in amphibolite and serpentinized basic

- 6 -



rock containing minor specks of galena, chalcopyrite and possibly sphalerite 

were found in the northeast of the area near the French River. Relatively 

high zinc values are found to be associated with the nickel and copper highs 

in this area, and therefore the zinc highs are considered to be indicative 

of the mineralization. In consequence, therefore, in the other areas of re 

latively high zinc values coinciding with Ni- Cu anomalies, feebly mineralized 

veinlets may be present near surface.

As discussed above, anomaly 6 is of particular interest in the absence of 

anomalous Ni values.

- 7 -



CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The distribution of nickel and copper is essentially indicative of rock type, 

the areas of relatively high concentrations of both metals being correlated 

with basic rocks or relatively basic phases of the more acidic gneisses.

The Cu anomaly 6 however, which does not coincide with a Ni anomaly but is 

supported by occasionally higher Zn values indicates mineralization outside 

the areas of basic rocks. More detailed geological/geophysical investigations
j.

are warranted in order to determine the source of this stream sediment anomaly 

which is somewhat exceptional in the area investigated.

Anomalous zinc results are also characteristic of basic rocks. Their associa 

tion in one area with the narrow carbonate veins carrying sparse galena suggest 

that they are indicative of minor vein-type mineralization associated with 

certain basic-ultrabasic intrusive rocks, except in anomaly 6 discussed above.

From our experience in areas of similar climatic and topographic conditions, 

the geochemical data would support the general geological interpretation - 

that there are no significant sulphide deposits near surface.

Further geological field evaluation may also be warranted in view of the 

geological information .provided by the geochemical data.

BARRINGER RESEARCH LIMITED

JLWtjb J. L. Walker
Chief Geologist-Geochemist
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D. R. DERRY LIMITED 
REPORT ON GROUND GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATIONS

CONDUCTOR Nl AREA 
_______NORTHLAND CONCESSION, ONTARIO -^ 

INTRODUCTION

A six line conductor was indicated by the airborne electro 

magnetic survey in this vicinity. The conductor traces are of low amplitude 

and almost entirely quadrature, suggesting the possibility of overburden 

conduction. To strengthen this possibility, the conductor lies along a stream bed 

A base line, 3200' long, was cut oriented north 16O east and nine cross lines, 

ranging in length from 1300' to 2600', were cut at 400' intervals at right angles 

thereto. These lines were covered by electromagnetic and magnetometer 

surveys. Plate Nl-L, on the scale of l" s 1320', shows the location of the 

present grid in relation to the local topography. The conductor lies in east 

central Kineras Township, Ontario.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Plate Nl-E, on the scale of l" = 200 1 , shows the results of 

the reconnaissance and detail electromagnetic surveys in profile form. The 

profile scale is l" = 20 O of tilt. The observed tilt angles range up to 

approximately 10 O in the southern portion of the grid. A number of minor 

conductors have been confirmed by the detail survey, striking almost due
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north-south. The maximum peak-to-peak amplitude on these conductors is 

only of the order of ll o (at 400'). Plate Nl-M, on the scale of l" = 200 1 , shown 

the results of the magnetometer survey on this grid, in contour form. The 

contour interval is 200 gammas. The maximum observed magnetic relief is 

of the order of 1100 gammas. There appears to be no coincidence between 

magnetic highs and the location of the minor conductors referred to above.

The geologic mapping of .this grid indicates that it is generally 

underlain by granite gneiss, striking roughly north-south. There is no outcrop 

immediately under the minor conductors referred to above, although one of
j

the conductors passes within 50' of outcrops of gneiss.

CONCLUSIONS

The small order of electrical amplitude and the lack of

consistent magnetic correlation renders the present conductors of relatively 

potential interest. No further investigation is recommended on this present

area.

Re

Toronto, Ontario. 
September 22, 1965.

Harold O. Seigel, Ph. D., P. Eng.
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"SEIGEO", TORONTO 63)4410
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D. R. DERRY LIMITED . 
REPORT ON GROUND GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATIONS

CONDUCTOR N2 AREA 
NORTHLAND CONCESSION, ONTARIO

IN:. PRODUCTION

A two line conductor was indicated by the airborne electro 

magnetic survey of this region. Conductivity was of low order and likely due 

to overburden in that the effects observed are entirely quadrature. A broad 

40 gamma anomaly coincided, however, with one of the conductor intersections 

A base line 400' long was cut oriented north 30 O east, and two cross lines, at 

400' intervals, were cut to the west thereof for a length of 1200' each. These 

lines were covered by electromagnetic and magnetometer surveys.

Plate N2-L, on the scale of l" * 1320V shows the location of 

the present grid of lines in respect of the local topography. The grid is seen 

to lie in the southwest quarter of Wacousta Township. ,, :

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

As Plate N2-E indicates, no appreciable conduction was

observed on these two lines. The magnetometer survey results as shown on 

Plate N2-M, reveal total magnetic relief of.approximately 350 gammas,

increasing generally to the west.
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CONCLUSIONS

The present airborne conductor is likely due to overburden 

effects. The ground geophysical results fail to foster any further interest in

this area.

Res y submitted,

Toronto, Ontario. 
September 21, 1965.

O. Seigel, Ph.D.,
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CABLE: TELEPHONE 
"SEIGEO", TORONTO 633-8450

D. R. DERRY LIMITED . - 
REPORT ON GROUND GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATIONS

CONDUCTOR N3 AREA 
_______NORTHLAND CONCESSION, ONTARIO

INTRODUCTION

The airborne electromagnetic survey revealed a three line

conductor which was almost entirely quadrature, suggesting a probable over 

burden source, but with some magnetic activity in the general vicinity, 

particularly towards its north end. This was subjected to ground geophysical
*

investigation, including magnetometer and electromagnetic surveys. A base 

line, 1200' long, was cut oriented north 10O east and four cross lines, each 

1500' in length, were cut at right angles thereto at 400' intervals. The~se 

lines were covered by vertical loop electromagnetic survey employing a Sharpie 

SE-250 unit, and magnetometer survey employing a Sharpe MF-1 magnetometer 

Geophysical readings on both surveys were taken at TOO' intervals on these lines

Plate N3-L shows the location of the present grid of lines in 

relation to the local topography, on the scale of l" - 1320*.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Plate N3-E shows the results of the electromagnetic survey 

on this grid. The maximum observed tilt angles are generally less than 2 O 

over the grid. It is concluded that no significant bedrock conduction exists
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in this area.

Plate N3-M shows the results of the magnetometer survey 

on this grid. The results have been contoured with 100 gamma contour interv i 

A maximum relief of approximately 200 gammas is observed on this grid area, 

with the strikes, as nearly as can be determined, almost due north-south.

CONCLUSIONS ' ' " ; .-.-""f -';--7~X ,' :^H;'^'V-

It is concluded that conductor N3 is very likely duetto 

burden effects and that the present area is of no further interest .based on the

available information. -: .-..:, i^':-:i;,.^;'vi :,: v , ; :iii 4iil:v - .. - : .'.., . ^-:.".:' \-r\~- "'f/./ " -^ : 'f^ •. -- -:' -'- . . ..:'~ ,"--'?r"~v-f : ";irr s'^."    "^-:-r a^fr -*t-

Respectfully submitted,

Ter.onto, Ontario, 
September 21, 1965.

Hafold O. Seigel, Ph. D, V^P, Eng.



iCABLE: 
"SEIGEO", TORONTO

HAROLD O. SEIGEL 3, ASSOCIATES, LIMITS*
GEOPHYSICAL CONTRACTORS AND CONSULTANTS ;Sfc

79 MARTIN ROSS AVE; J 3- 

DOWNSVIE W, ONTARIO ^""

D. R. DERRY LIMITED t 
REPORT ON GROUND GEOPHYSICAL

CONDUCTOR N4 AREA 
______NORTHLAND CONCESSION,

INTRODUCTION '~."^ .'^-. :t^

A single line conductor was observed on the airborne electro 

magnetic survey of this area. This conductor was of wjpa^ i^Sl 

and almost entirely quadrature in nature. Its chief merit lay in the fact that, 

accidentally or otherwise, it correlated directly with a 400 gaij|inainagnetic 

anomaly. A base line oriented north 65O east, 1600' iii';^ingtt^^fWjrt"^^l^--;^'-rl 

this area and five cross lines, each 1600 1 in length, were cut at right angles j 

thereto at 400* intervals. These lines were covered by electromagnetic and 

magnetometer surveys. ' .-- •-••-^ - v r. -- : ^,-:J./ r'^..;^"'^;-r~i--^r'~^"^" 

Plate N4-L, on the scale of l" s 1320', shows the location of 

the present grid in relation to the local topography;*; - ~-\'^\^.;;-^ :̂ ^^f^^'-,-^'---:4

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS ; - - ;. : "":; : : f^,".'^'i^P';^ . K- ': :. : ^ ^:

Plate N4-E, on the scale of 1^ = 200^ shows the results of r

the electromagnetic survey. The maximum observed tilt angles

order of 2 O , thus indicating the absence of significant bedrock Conduction in
- ' --- -'- ' ^'V;.,. --'^"'^-^"'-^-C1 ^'.' ''*; : " 

this area. Plate N4-M shows the results of the magnetometer survey. These

results have been contoured with a 200 gamma contour interval. Approximately
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600 gammas total magnetic relief have been observed.

CONCLUSIONS

No conductor has been found by the present ground electro 

magnetic survey. It is concluded that the present grid area, based upon these 

ground geophysical results, is of no further interest.

Respectfully submitted,

Toronto, Ontario. Harold O. Seigel, Ph.D., P.Eng.
September 22, 1965. -



HAROLD O. SEIGEL S, ASSOCIATES, LIMITED
GEOPHYSICAL CONTRACTORS AND CONSULTANTS

79 MARTIN ROSS AVE. 

DOWNSVIEW, ONTARIO
lCABLE: TELEPHONE 

"SEIGEO-, TORONTO 633-B4SO

D. R. DERRY LIMITED , 
REPORT ON GROUND GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATIONS

CONDUCTOR N5 AREA 
_______NORTHLAND CONCESSION, ONTARIO-^   

INTRODUCTION

A single line conductor intersection was obtained on the original 

airborne electromagnetic survey in this area. The conductor indication was 

quadrature only and its chief merit lay in the fact that there appeared to be 

approximately 100 gammas correlating magnetic relief. A base line, 1600' long 

was cut oriented approximately north 73 O west, and four cross lines, each 

1500' in length, were cut at right angles thereto, at 400' intervals. These line s i 

were subjected to electromagnetic and magnetometer surveys with stations at 

10C' intervals on the former, and both 50' and 100' stations on the latter. 

Plate N5-L shows the survey grid in relation to the local topography. The 

conductor is seen to lie in the northeast corner of Ganong Township.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Plate N5-E shows the results of the reconnaissance electro 

magnetic survey on the present grid of lines. The maximum observed tilt 

angle is only 2 O thus removing the possibility of appreciable bedrock conducti4*i 

existing in this area.

Plate N5-M shows the results of the magnetometer survey in
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contour form. There are a number of Idealized arSas"W::lftd1lerit^:;li 

magnetic relief, the highest amplitude observed being approximately 3000 5 

gammas above regional background. The depth of overbtirden, iii; IsoJerpreted 

from the magnetic results, is very small, almost all of f if
: . . _. f .^. - . . ~! ~ ,L

CONCLUSIONS "; ^ 

There is no evidence of bedrock conduction 

and, therefore, no further interest therein, based upon the ground geopbysica

results presented above. - : " j ^,, '*'a4; 0

Respectfully submitted,

Toronto, Ontario. 
September 21, 1965.

.-V"";': -^ •••^•v' : •.•-^.:-±t."
/i:; ,,,^--:^;;'r .,-a::. 4-;-



HAROLD O. SEIGEL 2. ASSOCIATES,
GEOPHYSICAL CONTRACTORS AND CONSULTANTS,. - ; "; : .^:?^ ;-lV .--L'" M' Y^' '-^ *H 

79 MARTIN ROSS AVR. . ' ' ' : "" : " '^"5^1"'-:':;f--.. ;i,:; ; '"'Tr^i;-!

DOWNSViEw, ONTARIO ; S:1 ^:: 1 3
•CABLE: ; -"I;- /.-"^:"";T:?T .^ml^oWl?

"SEIGEO", TORONTO

D. R. DERRY LIMITED 
REPORT ON GROUND GEOPHYSICAL

CONDUCTOR N6 AREA 
______NORTHLAND CONCESSION, ONTARIO

INTRODUCTION v.. \'M;:^:": :.;i;::^-
' .-..-. - - .-.. - .-?.---. 7, ..f- :fiK::^f:-!^'.

A zone of strong quadrature response, approximately 3 miles 

in length, was detected on the airborne electromagnetic survey of this area. 

The individual conductor intersections appeared broad and probably multiple 

in origin. The intrinsic conductivity is relatively low and the conductor would 

normally be dismissed as due to overburden conduction with the exception that 

there is strong, consistent magnetic correlation. A base line 400' in length 

was cut, oriented north 35 O east and two cross lines, 400' apart, were citt 5 

at right angles thereto, each 2000' in length. These 

by parallel electromagnetic surveys using a Sharpe

magnetometer survey using a Sharpe MF-l magnetometer. Stations on the 

electromagnetic survey were at 100' intervals on these lines and at 50' intervals 

on the magnetic survey, the latter due to  the-^rgC'-' :or^;r^^3D^gJC8ftte;:^l^lfes
. , . . . -. .;,, - ~^.-- : J-- : ' -- i , -

encountered thereon. - ~ " ,-- S;---.\-v ^--J ; :.:?f *'-;:'^-i-'-'ff-'^ 

Plate N6-L, on the scale of l" * 1320', shows the location of 

the present grid of lines in relation to the local topography. ' The conductor J 

lies in Lewers Township near the north boundary of the airborne survey alrea.
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[DISCUSSION OF RESULTS ' - .^-.-^ .:. ^ . ,-^ :^^^^^W :̂^^

Plate N6-2, on the scale oflrs 200'i

the electromagnetic survey in profile form^ with a profile scale of 

of tilt. The maximum observed tilt angle is only 3 O and nothing indicative ; -.0t ,,*-{-

appreciable bedrock conduction is to be seen ^a this

Plate N6-M, on the scale of l" * 200', ij^pwiyaMI r

.^"llfeifcr
the magnetometer survey. These results are Lv"b*Miitio^iCliii'l^f^^^5'Srt

fe.-iiaai-

200 gammas. The maximum observed' "
approximately 1600 gammas. The main feature-is a br^^li^g^tj| ̂ idgW"! l r

,.^/ v-. ^ ^. ^ y--^:..^- .-,^:^^ ?^^ --^^^^rj- 5.|.^.. 4^.-^;;^4"
' ' " "

trending east-north-east across the two lines and approximately ilOOQ 1 in width,
|?'"1SSiRltp3- ;j

*3S1^ j-4

-^ .' l ~This is very likely due to a. basic i

l 1/2 to 2fo by weight of disseminated

burial is of the order of 60'. .  ^ ; .^iI^^^L-r,.:- 5 ^

CONCLUSIONS .'"".-" : * : --:^^~..;^Q-.  L.:-:^W^

The present ground electromagnetic survey has failed to -""""" """" ^ t 

confirm the presence of bedrock conduction in the area^Qlrereldt," It is:
..r' iS.r-1
-*r

that the airborne conduction in this vicinity is due to overburden and that z

3*-
--*,. -SS^:\

i.

• Qi
correlation with magnetic relief is likely fortuitous. The sourc* of the rnagni 

anomaly, which has been confirmed on the ground, is likely a basic intrusive

body of total width approximately 1000'. No further actieSlfi; recoznxnendedJ ~\ 

for this area based on the present information.

Res

Toronto, Ontario. Harold O. Seigel,
September 21, 1965.

. . ,- .. . :.:^^M^Mm^^m^:m
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D. R. DERRY LIMITED ' ^
REPORT ON GROUND GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATIONS

CONDUCTOR N7 ^ 
_______NORTHLAND CONCESSION, ONTARIO ' M? ^

INTRODUCTION - ..^...,.:..-.i;^.. -

The airborne electromagnetic survey of this area revealed 

the presence of three conductor intersections separated, in each case, by one 

blank line. The conductors were of low amplitude, about equal quadrature 

in phase, and accompanied by possible direct magnetic correlation on one 

section. The base line was cut oriented due east-west for a length of 2400V 

and four cross lines, each 3200' in length, were cut at 800' intervale running 

south therefrom. In addition, four east-west cross lines were cut to fill a 

complete grid pattern, at 800' intervals, extending south from the base line. 

These lines were all covered by a reconnaissance electromagnetic survey 

using the SE-250 electromagnetic unit with an inter-coil spacing of 800'. 

Plate N7-L, on the scale of l" s 1320', shows the location of the present,grid 

of lines in respect of the local topography. '

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS : L

Plate N7-E, on the scale of l" = 200', shows the results of 

the electromagnetic survey in profile form. The maximum observed tilt 

angle is only 5 O , which is considered to be quite small In relation to the
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relatively large inter-coil separation.

CONCLUSIONS ' .

It is concluded that no appreciable bedrock conduction exists 

within the vicinity of the present grid lines. The airborne indications are 

likely due to overburden effects, therefore, no further action is recommended 

for this area. ; - : :

Res

Toronto, Ontario. 
September 23, 1965.

Harold O. Seigel, Ph. D., P. Eng.
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"SEIGEO", TORONTO

D. R. DERRY LIMITED ' 
REPORT ON GROUND GEOPHYSICAL INTESTIGATIONS

CONDUCTORS 8A AND 8B 
NORTHLAND CONCESSION, ONTARIO-    

INTRODUCTION

Two low order conductor intersections, separated by two 

blank lines, had been detected by the airborne electromagnetic survey of 

this area. As a basic intrusive plug had been mapped in the French River not 

too far from this vicinity, it was decided to investigate both conductors. j 

Accordingly, two grids labelled 8A and 8B were laid out to obtain the required 

information. In each case a base line oriented north 45O east, 400* in length,i 

was cut and two cross lines at right angles thereto were established. In the 

case of grid 8A the cross lines are 1700' in length and for 8B, 2000' in length.; 

These lines were covered by electromagnetic and magnetometer surveys. For 

the former the stations are at 100' intervals and for the latter largely at 50* 

intervals. Plate N8-L shows the location of the two grids in relation to the 

local topography. The conductors are seen to lie astride the French River 

just east of the Lewers Township boundary.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Plate N8-E, on the scale of l" = 200', shows the electromagnetic 

results on both grids. The maximum observed tilt angles are only 3 O on either
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grid so that, at best, very minor bedrock conduction exists in these two i 

areas. Plate N8-M shows the results of the magnetometer surveys in contour

~ - . - . .1 ---- - ' ' - - - ~~ ~\
form. The contour interval is 500 gammas. Approximately 2000 gammas l 

total relief is to be seen on grid 8A and almost 6000 gammas relief on grid SB.
- -" * * ' " '- ' * - :

The interpreted depth of overburden on these two grids is relatively small, \

being less than 50' in most places. V ;

CONCLUSIONS

The absence of appreciable bedrock conduction in the two grid 

areas would serve to eliminate these from further consideration insofar as ' 

massive sulphide deposits are concerned. No further action is recommended
' " ~- -  '-.-' : '"-.' '..' :-i" ;;/-*'1-- : : ' L ~' ~ —•••~' :r'~- -

- ' ' *, ' ' '""' -' "'-"" " - ' ^ -

in these two areas. "

Respectfully submitted,

Toronto, Ontario. 
September 23, 1965.

Harold
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INTRODUCTION

At various intervals during the period June 5th - June 30th, 

Canadian Aero Mineral Surveys Ltd. conducted an airborne geophysical 

survey over the Northland Concession for Duncan R. Derry Limited. The 

purpose of the survey was to detect conductive zones within this concession 

that could be representative of sulphides.

In the Northland Concession, some 100 square miles was surveyed with 

parallel lines N l^0 W spaced at one-sixth of a mile. A total of about 

600 line miles was surveyed.

The survey was completed with Canadian Aero Mineral Surveys Ltd. 

geophysically equipped Otter aircraft utilizing an in-phase/out-of-phase 

electromegnetometer, an Elliot magnetic tube magnetometer, and a Nuclear 

Enterprises scintillometer.

Base maps were prepared from photo laydowns at a scale of l" * 1320 1 .

Electromagnetic anomalies have been chosen and are listed along with 

their characteristics in Appendix I of this report,

Anomalies falling in an apparently consistent zone are discussed in 

the body of this report. 

GEOPHYSICAL RESULTS

NORTHLAND CONCESSION

Anomalies in this area are generally weak and very sporadic. They 

display in most of the sporadic cases, an indication of poor conductivity, 

and little or no magnetic correlation. The exception is zone 6, discussed 

below. Outside of this conductor, others in the area could be reflections
V

of slightly conductive overburden. In most of these cases, a cursory

examination might be warranted,
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although overburden is considered to be general through the area, 

; and probably deep in many parts. The following zones represent
s

the stronger of the anomalies or systems detected, and followup

recommendations are noted.

ZONE l - Anomalies 5A. 7A, 8A, 9A, 10A and 11B x

This zone appears generally continuous and follows a 

stream bed. The zone exhibits very weak quadrature responses 

indicating a weak conductor. Since no magnetic activity is present, 

further investigation would probably be warranted only if local 

geologic encouragement is known. 

ZONE 2 - Anomalies 32A and 33A

Again this apparent zone shows a weak conductor with low 

conductivity paralleling a small lake. Again, overburden may be the 

cause although a minor magnetic feature correlates anomaly 33-A. 

Followup would be on a low priority basis, and would be aimed at 

verification of magnetic correlation on the conductor as a start. 

ZONE 3 - Anomalies 44A, 45A, and 46B

A series of three weak quadrature anomalies again indicates 

low conductivity, but with possible magnetic correlation, particularly 

toward the north end. The zone is worth investigation but on a low 

priority basis. 

ZONE 4 - Anomaly 57B

This anomaly, while weak and isolated, lies on a prominent 

isolated magnetic peak of 400 gammas. There is some evidence of a 

magnetite association, but in any case the conductor is'worth followup.



ZONE 5 - Anomaly 70-A

Again an isolated EM anomaly is correlated by a relatively 

strong (100 gamma) magnetic feature. Again, followup would appear 

warranted mainly due to the magnetic response, although conductivity

expected is low.

ZONE 6 - Anomalies 93-A, 94A, 95A, 96A, 97A, 97B, 98A, 99A, 
________100A, 101A. 104A and 106A, .  .-    

This long zone exhibits some strong quadrature responses. 

In general, the zone appears broad and probably multiple. Although | 

the indicated conductivity is only fair, magnetic correlation is 

consistent and strong. This zone deserves investigation as the best of 

the survey. Investigation could be confined to the areas of anomalies
j

95A and 96A, where conductivity is probably best and conditions should 

be representative of the whole zone.

The remaining anomalies are generally weak and in all cases 

reflect low conductivity, very possibly overburden. They could be 

followed up if local geologic conditions were favourable.



CONCLUSIONS

Within the area surveyed, heavy metallic sulphides do not likely exist 

within 200 feet of surface. However, investigation for commercial minerals 

within the framework of lower quantity sulphides is still warranted. The 

characteristic of low conductivity zones similar to surficial conductivity 

should be tracked down since these zones do not represent the "normal" 

overburden conductivity. One possibility is a surficial concentration of 

alteration products eroded from ultrabasic material. Much evidence to 

indicate presence of the latter is noted. Under these circumstances, nickel 

and asbestos would be possible minerals' of the area.

Respectfully submitted,

OTTAWA, Ontario, Don M. Wagg, P. Big., 
August 16, 1965. Geophysicist.

Ak
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3

3

x

3

x

x

x

3

x

x

3

3

x

vbeU

Comments

Quad only

Poor correlation

Poor correlation 
Minor mag.

Weak

Weak IP 
magnetite?

Weak

Double

Weak

Weak

Weak

Weak

Broader quad

Weak

Poor correlatio 

{&MMM4J6
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PROJECT NO. 5051 -

Anomaly

17 B

19 A

24 A

24 B

32 A'

33 A

34 A

34 B

36 A

44 A

45 A

45 B

46 A

46 B

54 A

57 A

57 B

70 A

76 A

Fiducials

5875/8

6154/58

6820/4

6802/6

7952/56

8082/86

8269/73

8219/24

8539/44

9758/62

135/138

99/104

218/21

316/20

1958/62

2408/13

2472/77

4887/91

6087/91

In-Phase 
Quad

50/40

20/40

40/10

-/40

0/50

-/40

0/60

0/30

0/40

10/40

0/30

0/50

-/40

0/60

30/40

-/60

-/30

-/60

-/40

NOHTHLAND .CONCESSION

Altitude

145

145

135

145

130

140

145

145

140

155

140

150

135

150

135

125

130

150

130

CANADIAN

Magnetics Rate

Dir. 50g 3

Poss. x 
slight

Dir. 15g 3

N.edge x 
300g

nil x

Onbroad 40g x

nil 3

Poss. 15g x

nil x

nil x

Poss. 15g x

nil x

Dir? lOOg 3

nil x

nil x

Poss. 15g x

Dir. 400g x

Dir. 120g 3

Poss. x 
slight

AERO *Jw44Wfaxl

Comments

Poor quad, weak

Poor correlatic

Weak, minor mag

Weak

N.edge broad 
lOOg

n

Weak

Very poor

Very weak

Between mag hig 
weak

Poor character

Magnetite 
conductor

Quad on good mi

efutow^,.,.,.

;h

 g
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0

1

*

Anomaly 

85 A

89 A

90 A

93 A

94 A

95 A

96 A

97 A

97 B

98 A

99 A

lOOa

101 A

102 A

104 A

106 A

125 A

PROJECT NO

Fiducials

7050/50

7948/52

7995/8000

8550/54

8908/15

8933/40

9335/41

9362/68

9358/62

9818/23

280/289

303/310

753/61

844/48

1317/27

1778/88

5797/803.

5051 -

In- Phase 
Quad

-/SO

-/SO

20/50

-/SO

20/40

30/400

120/220

120/220

-/120

30/150

60/200

30/30

80/60

-/60

60/60

80/60

50/10

NORTHLAND CO*

Altitude

120

80

80

140

150

115

130

130

125

150

135

145

130

140

140

150

130

CANADIAN

APPEN 

1CESSION

Magnetics Rate

Dir. 15 Og x

Dir. 50g x

Foss. 60g x

On lOOOg 3
q

On 1500g 3

Dir. 200g 3

Dir. 900g 3

Dir. 800g 3

Dir. 200g 3

Dir. 500g 3

Dir. 300g 3

On 1500g x

S. Flank x 
1200g

Pr ob . dir . x 
20g

Dir. on part 3 
300g

Dir. on part 3 
150g

nil x

AERO t/vunek&v

DIX I T 

Comments

Overburden ?

Poor correlatioi

Magnetite 
conductor

Broad

Broad, double 
good

Strong, broad

Strong 3, goo4 
mag

On broader magt

Mag broader

Broader mag

Broad, weak

Probably mag 
recovery

Broad weak 
conductor

Broad zone, 
dual

Possible 
turbulence

i i S



APPENDIX I

PROJECT NO. 5051 - NnRTOT,ANn"r.nMr!Rqs 10N

In-Phase 
Anomaly Fiducials Quad Altitude Magnetics Rate Comments

i 127 A 5206/10 30/10 150

128 A 4983/87 -/50 140

132 A 4543/50 -/50 110

S.Flank x 
lOOOg

On 3000g x

CANADIAN AERO

Weak, poor

Magnetite 
conductor?

On mag peak x Good quad, pass,
overburden.
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EXPLORATORY LICENCE
( SEC 657 (l) MINING ACT 1963 )

BEING PART OF THE TOWNSHIPS OF

GANONG, WACOUSTA, 
KINERAS a LEWERS

AND

BEING OPPOSITE THE TOWNSHIPS OF

GANONG a LEWERS
! N T H E DISTRICT Of

COCHRANE
SCALE l INCH- 2 MILES 

ONTARIO DEPARTMENT OF MINES TORONTO 9, FEB I9G5

HEATH TWP

LEWERS TWP

KINERAS TWP

43I86SE0001 83.1-50 EAST OF LEWERS 210 ODM - 7



i Legend 

HcL Cu. CxZn. Total Ni.(ppm)
Background 
Threshold 
Anomalous -2 
Anomalous - l

0-12 — 0-6 — 0-20
13 .|8 — 7-9 — Z] -26
19 -28 ——10-15 — 27-38
26 -l- w.. 15 -t- ^ 38 -t-

Reference - Oi9-s -30

NORTHLAND CONCESSION
GEOCHEMICAL SURVEY 

(STREAM SEDIMENT SAMPLING)
t DUNCAN R. DERRY LTD. 

Scale' I'^l/Zmile

42I06SE0001 83.1-Sa EAST OF LEWERS 220



S

Hcl. Cu.
0-12 

13 -18
19-26 
28 -t-

CxZn.
0-6 
7-9 
10-15 
15 -t-

Leqend

Total Ni.(ppm)
0-20 —

ai -ae —
27-38 — .
38 -t- *B

Background 
Threshold 
Anomalous - 2 
Anomalous - l

Reference - Oi9- s -30

D

NORTHLAND CONCESSION
GEOCHEMICAL SURVEY

(STREAM SEDIMENT SAMPLING)
DUNCAN R.DERRY LTD. 

Scale I'^l/Zmile

42I06SE0001 83.1-58 EAST OF LEWERS S30
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PLATE NI-M

HAROLD O. SEIGEL 8 ASSOCIATES, LIMITED
PROJECT: DR.DERRY, NORTHLAND CONC-, ONT
AREA: CONDUCTOR NO.- N-l
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SCALE:

2OO'

LEGEND^

UNITS - GAMMAS 
CONTOUR INTERVAL 200 B

Survey by Harold O. Seigel 8t Associates, Limited
WORK BV A.L PLOT BY D. G. DATE. 10- 6 -65
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